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Introduction
I started writing poetry in 2001 when I was a teen, and you will notice
the evolution of my writing as you read each poem in succession. I don't
just sit down and say “I will write a poem today”, no! My poetry comes to
me fully formed and demands to be written! It is raw, and straight from my
mind. There are no filters.
Yes, my poetry is everything mainstream poetry is not, it is deeply
emotional, depressing, paranoid and sometimes completely mad, pleading
with a small amount of calm in the madness every so often with a lighter or
happier poem.
What you are reading is my essence, my soul – and of course, my heart.
Wendy K. Engela

Season's Change
Tombstone (2001)
Where is your god now
That darkness has fallen
And the wounded are calling?
Where is he
When you need him most?
Let the darkness fall,
Life has no meaning
Let it all end, death comforts
Peace only realized by war,
Life is an empty shell.
In this hour
When all is fading,
When the reckoning is near,
Where were you?
Didn’t you realize
We are already erased
From the stone of time?
Sum your short life
Into a second of light.
Was it all worth it?
Did it really mean anything?
Seasons Change (2002)
Our relationship blew over
Like the wind on trees.
Was I just a clover
Crushed by the large oceans
Of your eyes’ powerful gaze.

What of the life we had?
Were we just in the cruel maze of life,
Between a good and a bad?
Our threads undone
Our eyes unwon.
Cautious lies,
Like knives
My heart is bleeding
For the loss of yours.
But as the wind leaves
Every season, I too will
Move on and find another
Tree to bend.
Leave Me Pain (2002)
The anger returns
It feels good,
Even though
It’s disguised pain.
I loved her
I lost her
My heart has turned
From crimson to onyx.
How was I to know
I would feel so much
And so little at once.
She was everything,
Now she is my pain.
If only she could
Leave my sight!
That this pain

Which returns when
She is near
May go with her.
Cloudless (2002)
The insecurities enclose
Only fear from all those
That don’t understand,
For love they reprimand us.
Is it that hard to believe?
Will we ever get relief?
We are the same
We are just as true.
When you hear that we exist
You don’t believe! We live in mist!
The mist of whispers in darkened
Night of day
As ancient drake.
Your glares try to stigmatize
End when you fall in demise.
Your own child! It’s not possible!
How can this be? It’s uncontrollable!
We lurk in darkened corners for fear
That one day you hear,
Come and hunt us with trifle
Words making us a rival.
We just want to be free,
Why won’t you let us be?
Do we run and hide?
Or will we stand and fight?

Beginning Of All Ends (2003)
The dark veil has lifted,
Yet still I feel a shadow.
Over it now, moved on,
Though my heart still yearns for you.
Unsure of what to feel,

These meaningless insects
Permanently in my mind,
Yet you are all I contemplate.
It would have been a year
Next month,
It all Ended and I let it.
I’m miserable without you!
Pleading. Come back to me!
I’ll do your bidding.
You are the one
Who unlocked my heart.
Detox (2003)
Am I but a dream
Being dreamt by a dreamer
Who has never known
The waking world?
Is this darkness
My future or past?
Do I exist
In the real world?
I want out of
This mad experiment,
Like the white rat
Who suffers for human comfort.
I’ve always heard
The grass is always greener,
But is there really
Another side to see?
My thoughts are lonely
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